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ABSTRACT
The GPS carrier-phase and code data have proven to be valuable sources of
measuring the Earth’s ionospheric total electron content (TEC). With the development of
new GNSSs with multi frequency data, many more ionosphere-sensing combinations of
different precision can be formed as input of ionospheric modelling. We present the
general way of interpreting such combinations through an application of -system theory
and address how their precision propagates into that of the unbiased TEC solution.
Presenting the data relevant to TEC determination, we propose the usage of an array of
GNSS antennas to improve the TEC precision and to expedite the rather long
observational time-span required for high-precision TEC determination.
K e y w o r d s : singularity-system theory, Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS),
total electron content (TEC), ionospheric estimability, array-based setup

1. INTRODUCTION
The GNSS carrier-phase and code data have proven to be valuable sources of
measuring the Earth’s ionospheric total electron content (TEC) (see, e.g., Sardon et al.,
1994; Schaer et al., 1995; Sardon and Zarraoa, 1997; Mannucci et al., 1998; HernándezPajares et al., 2005; Ciraolo et al., 2007; Brunini and Azpilicueta, 2009; Yue et al., 2014).
Due to the presence of the unknown carrier-phase ambiguities and code instrumental
biases however, the observed ionospheric delays, experienced on these data, do not
represent the unbiased slant TEC. In order to retrieve the unbiased TEC, one therefore has
to take recourse to an external ionospheric model for which GNSS derived combinations
of the ionospheric delays and ambiguity/code biases serve as input. In case of GPS dualfrequency data, the well-known geometry-free phase and code combinations take the role
of such ionosphere sensing combinations (Schaer, 1999). Each set of such combinations
presents its own interpretation and precision. In the light of the development of new
GNSSs with multi frequency data, many more ionosphere-sensing combinations of
different precision can be formed as input of ionospheric modelling. It is the goal of the
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present contribution to address how such combinations should be interpreted and why one
should not base one’s precision analysis of TEC on that of the ionosphere-sensing
combinations. As shown by Khodabandeh and Teunissen (2016), one can rigorously
remove the underlying rank-deficiency of the GNSS observations for the purpose of arraybased TEC estimation. The present contribution is a continuation of (ibid) where we
review the singularity system (-system) theory (Baarda, 1973; Teunissen, 1985) through
an illustrative example and apply the theory to the rank-deficient GNSS observation
equations via three different -systems. The intrinsic lack of information content in the
GNSS data is characterized by identifying the corresponding model’s null-space.
Choosing three different -systems, it is shown that the ionosphere-sensing combinations
are nothing else, but estimable versions of the slant ionospheric delays. We show the
dependency of their precision on the choice of -system and address how their precision
propagates into that of the unbiased TEC solution. By presenting the GNSS data of
relevance for TEC determination, we propose the usage of an array of GNSS antennas to
improve the TEC precision and to expedite the rather long observational time-span
required for high-precision TEC determination.
We make use of the following notation: The expectation, covariance and dispersion
operators are denoted as E    , C   ,   and D    , respectively. The capital Q is
reserved for variance matrices. Thus C  y , y   D  y   Q yy , with y being a random
vector. The identity matrix of order n is denoted by I n . The n-vector of ones (the
summation vector) is denoted by en . Wherever the subscript n is omitted, the order of I
and the size of e are meant to be equal to the number of GNSS frequencies f. Thus I  I f
and e  e f . Frequent use of the matrix Kronecker product  (Henderson et al., 1983) is
made for the vectorial representation. The range-space (column-space) of matrix

 

A   m  n is denoted by   A  . The matrix A  denotes a basis matrix where  A 

 

is the orthogonal complement to   A  , thus A T A   0 and   A    A    m ,
with the ‘direct sum’ being symbolized by .

2. RANK-DEFICIENT LINEAR MODELS
As our point of departure, we commence with the linear model

E  y   Ax , A   m  n , D  y   Q yy ,

(1)

where the observation and parameter vectors are denoted by y and x, respectively. The
variance matrix Qyy is assumed positive-definite, while the design matrix A can be rankdeficient. By rank-deficient, we mean some of the columns of A are linearly dependent so
that not all the elements of x can be unbiasedly determined, given the information content
in y.

ii
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To better appreciate the rank-deficiency concept, let us first consider a twodimensional example (i.e. n = 2) by setting A   2,  1 and x   x1 , x2  . Thus one
T

single observation y serves to determine the two unknowns x1 and x2. As at most one

unknown can be determined, the linear model E  y   2 x1  x2 must be expressed by at

most one single parameter. Many (in fact infinite) such expressions exist. They can be
represented by

E  y   2 x1  x2   2 a  b 

2 x1  x2
2a  b

  2 a  b  w  2 aw
  bw
,
x1; S

(2)

x2; S

with

w

2 x1  x2
2a  b

, b  2a .

Reducing the two unknowns x1 and x2 to one unknown w, the above model is now
solvable for w. As this parameter can be estimated through Eq. (2), any function of w is
referred to as an estimable parameter. For instance, the estimable version of the parameter
vector x is symbolized by

x ; S   x1; S , x2; S 

T

and given by
a
x ; S  Sw with S    .
b

(3)

Equations (3) show that the estimable versions of x are all formed by w. The way they
are formed is driven by the choice of a and b. Each choice leads to its own solvable
model (2) with a ‘distinct’ vector S. It is indeed the choice of this vector that enables us to
transform the rank-deficient model E  y   2 x1  x2 into the solvable model

E  y    2 a  b  w . By choosing S, we define our ‘-system’ to pick the particular
solution x ; S out of infinite solutions for x. To see this, consider the representation
linking the particular solution x ; S to x as follows

x  x;S  V

ax2  bx1
2a  b

1
, with V    .
2

(4)

Since the vectors S and V are linearly independent ( b  2a ), their range-spaces, i.e.

  S  and   V  , span the whole parameter space  2 (see Fig. 1). Thus the parameter
vector x can always be expressed as a linear combination of S and V. The vector V has the
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R(S)

Infinite Solutions

x;S

x + Vb

x

R(V)

O

Fig. 1. Geometrical illustration of the infinite solutions of the rank-deficient model given by
Eq. (1). All the solutions (grey dashed lines) are mapped versions of one another along the nullspace   V  . By choosing the -system   S  complementary to   V  , one picks the
particular solution x ; S out of infinite solutions for x.

property of nullifying the design matrix A, that is, AV  0 . With this, substitution of
Eq. (4) into E  y   Ax gives

E  y   Ax  Ax ; S   AS  w .

(5)

As the above model is solvable for w, the columns of AS are linearly independent,
representing a new full-rank design matrix. According to Eq. (5), one can choose one’s
-system S, complement to V, to define one’s full-rank design matrix AS. The notion
presented for the above two-dimensional example (n = 2) can carry over to the general
case. The role of the ‘vectors’ S and V are then taken by their ‘matrix’ counterparts,
extending the single parameter w to a vector. The general formulation of -system theory
was introduced and developed by Baarda (1973) and Teunissen (1985). The
representation of a full-rank model defined by an -system is recapitulated below.
Definition: (full-rank model defined by an -system) Let V be a basis matrix spanning
the null-space of the design matrix A in Eq. (1), i.e.





  V   v   n Av  0 .

(6)

By choosing the arbitrary basis matrix S where its range-space is complementary to
that of V, i.e.
  S     V   n

(7)

a full-rank version of Eq. (1) is formed by S as follows

iv
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E  y    AS  w , AS   m  r , D  y   Q yy ,

(8)

With r being the rank of A and the parameter vector w containing estimable functions of
x. The corresponding estimable version of x is given as x ; S  Sw .
According to the above definition, the solution of x ; S as well as its precision depend
on the choice of S. The variance matrix of the least-squares solution of x ; S is obtained as
follows



Q xˆ ; S xˆ ; S  S ST AT Qyy1 AS



1

ST .

(9)

With regard to Eq. (3), application to the two-dimensional example ( Q yy replaced by
the variance  2y ) gives

Q xˆ ; S xˆ ; S 

 2y

 2 a  b 2

T

a a
b  b  .
  

(10)

Thus different choices of a and b lead to estimable parameters of different precision. One
can, for instance, set these values such that the ‘trace’ of Q xˆ ; S xˆ ; S gets minimized. Taking
the trace of Eq. (10) yields





tr Q xˆ ; S xˆ ; S 

a 2  b2

 2 a  b 2

 2y 

1
5cos 2 

with  being the angle between the vectors  a , b 

T

vector S   a , b 

T

to be parallel with

1

 2,  1T

 2y   2y ,

and  2,  1 . One can choose the
T

(i.e.  = 0), thereby achieving the

minimum-trace variance matrix among all possible estimable solutions

 2,  1

T

(11)

5

xˆ ; S

. As the vector

is ‘orthogonal’ to V given in Eq. (4), such an -system follows by choosing
S  V  , with V T V   0 .

(12)

Such a choice of -system also minimizes the ‘length’ of the 1 confidence interval of
xˆ ; S . Using the unit vector of S as

u

a
  ,
a 2  b2  b 
1

(13)

the stated length is computed by
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R(S2)

R(S1)

x + sx + Vb
x;S

2

x;V^

x + Vb

x

x;S

1

x - sx + Vb

q
R(V)

O

Fig. 2.

Precision dependency of the estimable parameters x ; S , x ; S and x;V  on their choice
1
2

of -system. Their corresponding 1 confidence intervals are symbolized by error bars within the
grey area. The smaller the angle between the range-spaces   S  and   V  , the larger the
variance becomes. With the choice of S  V  , the variance attains its minimum.

uT Q xˆ ; S xˆ ; S u 

a 2  b2
2a  b

y 

1
5 cos 

y .

(14)

As shown in Fig. 2, the smaller the angle between the range-spaces   S  and

 

 V  , the smaller the above length becomes. When the stated angle  becomes 0, i.e.

 

  S    V  , the length attains its minimum. The same conclusion can be made for
the general case.
Lemma 1 (Minimum-trace variance matrix): Let V  be a basis matrix where its
range-space is the orthogonal complement to   V  . Then the choice of V  as the
-system of Eq. (1) leads to the minimum-trace variance matrix Q xˆ ; S xˆ ; S among all
possible -systems, that is





tr  Q xˆ  xˆ    tr Q xˆ ; S xˆ ; S
 ;V ;V 



(15)

for all S satisfying Eq. (7). Proof is presented in the Appendix.
Given the outcome of Lemma 1, one may be tempted to prefer the choice of S  V 
to other -systems as it ensures the minimum-trace variance matrix of xˆ ; S . It should,
however, be remarked that each -system represents its own estimable parameters (cf.
Eq.(3)). Consider, for instance, the three distinct choices S1, S2 and V  shown in Fig. 2.
Since

vi
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x ; S1  x ; S2  x ;V  ,

(16)

it is evident that neither their solutions nor their precision are necessarily the same.
Although the solution xˆ ;V  has the minimum-trace variance matrix, it cannot be directly
compared with the solution xˆ ; S1 as both describe two different quantities. In the
following, further insights are provided through applying three -systems to the GNSS
single-antenna observation equations.

3. GNSS FULL-RANK MODELS VIA THREE S-SYSTEMS
3.1. Single-antenna linear model
Let rs, j and prs, j be, respectively, the phase and code observations of satellite s
(s = 1, …, m) on frequency band fj (j = 1, …, f) that are collected by the single antenna r.
T

The corresponding phase observation vector is defined as φr   φrT,1 ,  , φrT, f    fm ,


where

T

φr , j  1r , j ,  , rm, j    m . With a likewise definition for the code



observation vector pr   fm , the
(Khodabandeh and Teunissen, 2015a)

  φ      μ, e 
E r   
  Im
  pr      μ , e 

GNSS

single-antenna

linear

  φr  
  ir   ar 
2
      , D      p
p
d
p
 r   r 
 r 

model

reads

 I , 0 
 0, I   C ,



(17)

where the m-vector ir contains the (first-order) slant ionospheric delays irs (s = 1, …, m)
experienced on the first frequency. The corresponding frequency-dependent coefficients

 j  f12 f j2 (j = 1, …, f) form the f-vector . The nondispersive delays including the
geometric ranges, clocks and the tropospheric delays are collected in the m-vector r. The
real-valued ambiguities ars , j
T

are expressed in units of range and collected in
T

ar   arT,1 , , arT, f    fm , with ar , j   a1r , j ,  , arm, j  . Likewise, the vector




d r   fm contains the lumped terms d rs, j  d r , j  d,sj , where d r , j and d,sj denote the
receiver and satellite code biases, respectively.
The second formula of Eq. (17) structures the variance matrix of the observations. The
m  m diagonal matrix C contains the satellite elevation-dependent co-factors. This matrix
changes in time as the satellites’ elevation changes. The zenith-referenced variance of the
code data is denoted by  2p , whereas  denotes the phase-to-code variance ratio. Since the
precision of the phase data is almost two orders of magnitude better than that of the code
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data, the stated ratio  is set to 0.0001 in most GNSS applications. With such precision
diversity - as will be shown later - estimable parameters of various precision levels are
formed.
3.2. Null-space of the single-antenna model
The first formula of Eq. (17) represents an underdetermined system of equations, i.e.
2f equations with 2f + 2 unknowns per satellite. Thus the model is solvable for at most 2fm
unknowns, leaving 2m unknowns inestimable due to the lack of information content in the
model. This lack of information is characterized through the null-space of the model. To
T
form a null-space basis matrix, we define the parameter vector x   irT , ρrT , arT , d rT  ,


giving rise to the following design matrix of Eq. (17)

  μ, e , I, 0 
A
  Im .
  μ , e , 0, I 

(18)

The above matrix is nullified by the basis matrix

 1, 0 
 0, 1 
 I .
V
(19)
m
  μ,  e 


  μ,  e 
Now that the null-space basis matrix V is structured, we are in a position to choose any
basis matrix S satisfying the condition given by Eq. (7), thereby forming the
corresponding full-rank model. In the following, three examples of S are presented. In
each example, we parametrize x in terms of the w and  parameters as follows (cf. Eq. (4))
w 
x   S, V   
β



w 
 ,
β

 S , V 1 x  

(20)

where the parameter vector  stands for the inestimable components of x. The estimable
version of x would then follow from

x; S  x  Vβ  Sw .

(21)

3 . 3 . S - s y s t e m S 1: c o d e - l e v e l e d i o n o s p h e r i c d e l a y s
We first focus on the observation equations of the code data pr. The idea is to have the
code-only system of equations solvable as well. For that, we choose our -system S1 such
that the columns of AS1 corresponding to the code biases on the first two frequencies
j = 1, 2, i.e. d rs,1 and d rs, 2 (s = 1, …, m), get eliminated. This choice corresponds to
forming the following basis matrix

viii
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1
0
S1  
0

0

0
0 
 Im ,
0 I 0

0 0 E

0 0
1 0

(22)

where the f   f  2  matrix E is formed by eliminating the first two columns of I. Upon
this choice, an application of the second expression of Eq. (20) results in



 T
β    μGF
dr

Eq. (21) to

 ,  μIFT dr 
T

T T

 , thereby reducing the general parametrization of


 ir ; S1

 ρr ; S1

 ar ; S1
d
 r ; S1

 i 
  r 
T
  μGF
dr 
  ρr 

 ,
V


  
T
  μIF
d r 
  ar 
  dr 


(23)

in which the ‘geometry-free’ (GF) and ‘ionosphere-free’ (IF) combinations are,
respectively, defined as

μGF 

1

2  1

 1,  1, 0, , 0 T ,

μIF 

1

2  1

 2 ,  1 , 0, , 0 T .

(24)

With regard to x; S1  S1 w and Eq. (23), the w parameters read
T
w   irT; S , ρrT; S , arT; S , drT; S  .
 1
1
1
1 

(25)

The estimable vector dr ; S1 is structured by removing the first 2m elements of the
estimable code biases d r ; S1 . Substitution of Eq. (23) into Eq. (17), together with AV = 0,
provides us with the full-rank model


 .
(26)

The above model is now solvable as it is expressed as an invertible system of 2f equations
  φ      μ, e 
E  r    
  Im
  pr      μ , e 

  ir ; S1

  ρr ; S1

   I, 0 
  
  Im
   0, E 

  ar ; S1
 
  d r ; S1

with 2f unknowns per satellite. Since the columns corresponding to the code biases d rs,1
and d rs, 2 (s = 1, …, m) were eliminated, the code-only part of Eq. (26), i.e.,

 ir ; S1 
E  pr      μ , e   I m  
   E  I m  dr ; S1
ρ
 r ; S1 
Stud. Geophys. Geod., 61 (2017)
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also represents a solvable model. It links the fm observations pr to fm unknowns ir ; S1 (of
size m), ρ
(of size m) and d
(of size  f  2  m ).
r ; S1

r ; S1

With Eq. (26), the fm precise phase data r are all reserved for the fm estimable
ambiguities ar ; S1 . As a consequence, the rather poorly-precise code data pr govern the
solutions of the estimable parameters involved in Eq. (26), including the estimable slant
ionospheric delays ir ; S1 . As these parameters are of particular interest for the GNSS
ionospheric sensing, let us have a closer look at their interpretation given in Eq. (23). The
first row of Eq. (23) gives
T
ir ; S1  ir  μGF
dr .

(28)

Thus the estimable parameters ir ; S1 consist of the unbiased ionospheric delays ir that
T
are biased by the GF combinations of the code biases, i.e. μGF
d r . The code bias
T
combination μGF
d r is referred to as the ‘differential code bias’ (DCB) which is also
known as the ‘inter-frequency bias’ (Schaer, 1999). Since this bias is specified by its
corresponding satellite, the corresponding technique of retrieving the slant unbiased
delays ir is therefore known as the ‘satellite-by-satellite’ calibration technique (Brunini
and Azpilicueta, 2009). Given an external ionospheric model, the so-called code-leveled
ionospheric delays ir ; S1 serve as input to retrieve ir. With respect to our earlier remark on

the code-driven precision of ir ; S1 , it is therefore of importance to understand how this
poor precision propagates into that of the solution iˆr ; S1 . Before addressing this point, we
present two other estimable forms of the ionospheric delays. They are more precise than
iˆr ; S1 and can also serve as input of the ionospheric retrieval.
3 . 4 . S - s y s t e m S 2: p h a s e - l e v e l e d i o n o s p h e r i c d e l a y s
We now turn our attention to the observation equations of the phase data r, aiming to
have the phase-only system of equations solvable as well. Instead of the code biases, the
-system S2 is chosen such that the columns of AS2 corresponding to the ambiguities on
the first two frequencies j = 1, 2, i.e. ars,1 and ars , 2 (s = 1, …, m), get eliminated. This
choice is realized by the following basis matrix

1
0
S2  
0

0

x

0 0 0
1 0 0 
 Im .
0 E 0

0 0 I

(29)
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Compare the above choice with Eq. (22). The coefficient matrix E is now assigned to
the ambiguities rather than the code biases. With this choice, an application of the second
T
T T
 T
T
ar ,  μIF
ar  . The parametrization of
expression of Eq. (20) yields β   μGF


Eq. (21) is reduced to



 ir ; S 2

 ρr ; S2

 ar ; S 2
d
 r ; S2

 



 i 
r

T
  μGF
ar 
  ρr 
 .
   V
T
  μIF
ar 
  ar 
  dr 


(30)

With regard to x; S2  S 2 w and Eq. (30), the w is determined by (compare with
Eq. (25))

w   irT; S , ρrT; S , arT; S , d rT; S 

2
2
2
2 

T

.

(31)

The estimable vector ar ; S2 is formed by removing the first 2m elements of the
estimable ambiguities ar ; S2 . Substitution of Eq. (30) into Eq. (17) gives another full-rank
single-antenna model, that is

  φ      μ, e 
E  r    
  Im
  pr      μ , e 

  ir ; S 2

  ρr ; S2

   E, 0 
  
  Im
   0, I 

  ar ; S2

  d r ; S2


 .


(32)

Similar to Eq. (26), this model also links 2fm observations to 2fm unknowns. Only the
roles of ar ; S1 and dr ; S1 are interchanged by those of d r ; S2 and ar ; S2 , respectively.
Such a minor change leads the precision of some of the involved estimable parameters to
be driven by the very-precise phase data r. To see this, consider the phase-only part of
Eq. (32)

 ir ; S 2
E  φr      μ , e   I m  
 ρr ; S2


   E  I m  ar ; S2 ,


(33)

which is a solvable model. Since the fm code data pr are all reserved for the fm estimable
code biases d r ; S2 in Eq. (32), the estimable parameters ir ; S2 , ρr ; S2 and ar ; S2 are
obtained by the phase-only model (33), thus having the phase level of precision. The
interpretation of the corresponding phase-driven ionospheric delays ir ; S2 follows from
the first row of Eq. (30) as
T
ir ; S2  ir  μGF
ar .
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Thus the phase-leveled ionospheric delays ir ; S2 consist of the unbiased ionospheric
T
delays ir that are biased by the GF combinations of the ambiguities, i.e. μGF
ar . Since the
ambiguities are specified by their satellite’ arcs, the corresponding technique of retrieving
the slant unbiased delays ir is therefore known as the ‘arc by-arc’ calibration technique
(Brunini and Azpilicueta, 2009).

3 . 5 . S - s y s t e m V : m i n i m u m - t r a c e v a r i a n c e m a t r i x
Motivated by the outcome of Lemma 1, one may prefer to work with the full-rank
single-antenna model defined by the choice of S  V  . An orthogonal complement basis
matrix to V, introduced in Eq. (19), is given by

V

  μT ,  μ T 


 e T , eT 

  Im .
I, 0




0,
I



(35)

With this choice of -system, the  parameters follow from the second expression of
Eq. (20) as

β1 

1
T



  dr  ar   ,





 i  μT  I
m
 r

1 2 μ μ
1
 ρ  eT  I
β2 
m
T  r
1  2e e

(36)

 dr  ar   ,

reducing the parametrization of Eq. (21) to
 ir ; V 

 ρr ;V 

 ar ;V 

 d r ;V 



  ir
 ρ
 r
  ar
 d
  r




  V  β1  .
β 

 2



(37)

Considering the equality xr ;V   V  w , the estimable ambiguity and code-bias
parameters ar ;V  and d r ;V  play the role of the w parameters, that is
T

w   arT;V  , d rT;V   .



(38)

Similar to those of Eqs (25) and (31), the dimension of the above vector is 2fm. The
corresponding full-rank model follows by substituting Eq. (37) into Eq. (17). The model
reads

xii
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  φ     I  ee T  μμ T , ee T  μμ T 
  Im
E r    
  pr     ee T  μμ T , I  ee T  μμ T 

  ar ; V 

  d r ;V 



 .



(39)

Compare this full-rank model with Eqs (26) and (32). As shown, only the estimable
ambiguity and code bias parameters ar ;V  and d r ;V  are present in the model. Once
they are computed, the solutions of ir ;V  , ρr ;V  follow from the equality x;V   V  w .
Given the w parameters (Eq. (38)), the first row of x;V   V  w gives (cf. Eq. (35))



ir ; V   μ T  I m


2 μT μ
1  2 μT μ

ir 

  d r ;V

1
1  2 μT μ

μ

T



 ar ;V 

 Im



  d r  ar  .

(40)

Compare the second expression with Eqs (28) and (34). In contrast to ir ; S1 and ir ; S2 ,
the estimable parameter ir ;V  does not follow as a straightforward ‘biased’ version of the
unbiased ionospheric delays ir. Instead, its estimability reads a ‘weighted-average’ of ir

 μT  Im   dr  ar  . The weights are, respectively, given by  2 μT μ  1  2 μT μ 
and 1  1  2 μ T μ  , adding up to unity.
and

4. GNSS DATA RELEVANT TO TEC SOLUTIONS
4.1. Estimable ionospheric delays of different precision
The above has shown that one can take an arbitrary -system (satisfying Eq. (7)) to
form a full-rank version of the single-antenna model (17). Choosing three different
-systems, we presented three different formulations of Eq. (17) having the following
three different estimable ionospheric delays
ir ; S1  ir ; S2  ir ;V  .

(41)

For a quick reference, their estimablity and their solutions on the basis of one single
observational epoch are given in Table 1. While the single-epoch code-leveled
ionospheric solution iˆr ; S1 is obtained by the GF combinations of the code-only data, the
phase-leveled solution iˆr ; S2 is a function of the phase-only data. As shown in the Table 1,
the single-epoch solution iˆr ;V  is a function of the ‘code-minus-phase’ data. In terms of
precision, they can be shown to be ordered as follows
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Table 1. Estimability, single-epoch solution and interpretation of the estimable ionospheric delays
formed by three different -systems.
-System
Code-Leveled (S1)

Estimability

T
ir ; S1  ir  μGF
dr

T
iˆr ; S1   μGF
pr

T
iˆr ; S1   μGF
φr

Interpretation

Biased by DCBs

Biased by
ambiguities

ˆ

r ; S2 i r ; S 2

ir ; V  

T
ir ; S2  ir  μGF
ar

Single-Epoch
Solution

Qiˆ

Minimum-Trace Variance Matrix
(V)

Phase-Leveled (S2)

 Qiˆ

ˆ

r ;V  i r ;V 



1
1  2 μT μ

2 μT μ
1  2 μT μ

ir

 μ T  I m   d r  ar 
iˆr ;V 



 Qiˆ

ˆ

1





μ T  I m  pr  φr 
1  2 μT μ
Weighted-average of ir and
code-biases/ambiguities

r ; S1 i r ; S1

.

(42)

Now the question that comes to the fore is whether such precision dependency on the
choice of -system can affect the final unbiased TEC solution iˆr . In other words, should
to iˆ
or iˆ  as the input of TEC
one prefer the phase-leveled solution iˆ
r ; S2

r ; S1

r ;V

determination? If so, the differences between their corresponding TEC results must then
be attributed to the usage of a nonrigorous estimation procedure. Our reasoning is as
follows. All the three full-rank models (26), (32) and (39) follow by applying the one-toone re-parametrization (20) to (17). Thus all the three models contain the same
information. After all, it can be verified that the three stated solutions are linked by
T ˆ
T ˆ
iˆr ; S1  iˆr ; S2  μGF
d r ; S2  iˆr ;V   μGF
d r ;V  .

(43)

Working with any form of the estimable ionospheric parameters must therefore result
in the same TEC outcome, provided that a properly weighted least-squares adjustment is
employed. The quality of the TEC solution iˆr should not be judged on the basis of the
, iˆ
or iˆ  see e.g. (Abdel-salam and Gao,
precision of the ionospheric inputs iˆ
r ; S1

r ; S2

r ;V

2004; Banville and Langley, 2011). The following lemma presents a general rule on how
the GNSS data propagate into an unbiased TEC solution.

xiv
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Lemma 2 (Data of relevance for estimable functions): Let the design matrix A in
T
Eq. (1) be partitioned as A   A1 , A 2  with x   x1T , x2T  , that is



E  y   A1 x1  A 2 x2 .

(44)

Would there exist an estimable parameter u  F T x1 , then any linear unbiased
estimator of u is a ‘sole’ function of A 2T y , with A 
2 being a basis matrix of the
orthogonal complement to A2. Proof is presented in the Appendix.
According to this lemma, one can eliminate the extra parameters from the model by
T
T
forming the linear combinations defined by A 
2 y . Pre-multiplying the model (44) A 2 ,
T
together with A 
2 A 2  0 , gives



 



T
E A 2T y  A 
2 A1 x1 .

(45)

We now apply Eq. (45) to the single-antenna model (17). As the estimable ionospheric
delays are biased by combinations of ar and dr (cf. Table 1), we set the extra parameters
T

as x2   arT , d rT  . The design matrix A2, along with A 
2 , reads then


 I fm
A2  
 0

0 

  A2  
I fm 



(an empty set).

T
The above outcome clearly shows that the combined data A 
2 y 

information about x1 

T
 irT , rT  .



(46)



contain no

This makes sense, since both the GNSS data r and

pr are reserved for the unknown parameters ar and dr. As along as no extra information is
available, one is therefore not able to provide an unbiased solution for the TEC parameters
ir. Such GNSS-based extra information may be provided by accumulating data of multiple
epochs which will be discussed in the following.
4.2. Time-differenced GNSS data
The single-epoch GNSS data were shown to contain no information on the unbiased
TEC ir due to the presence of the phase ambiguities ar and the code biases dr affecting the
ionospheric estimability. The data of further epochs would therefore be of no use if the
‘temporal’ behaviour of ar and dr is unmodeled. The ambiguities ar behave constant
within the duration of a continuous satellite phase arc. Although the intra-day and daily
changes of the code biases dr have been reported (e.g., Zhang and Teunissen, 2015; Jin et
al., 2016), they can be assumed stable during 13 days under the nominal conditions
(Sardon and Zarraoa, 1997; Schaer, 1999; Ciraolo et al., 2007). From now on, we
therefore assume ar and dr to be constant over k epochs, where k varies depending on the
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applications and environmental conditions. The epoch argument t (t = 1, …, k) is used to
show the dependency of the other quantities on the observational epoch. The multi-epoch
(k-epoch) version of the single-antenna model (17) then reads

  φ  t       μ, e 
  i  t    ar 
E  r

 Im   r
 ,
 pr  t       μ , e 
  ρr  t    d r 
 

 φ t   
D  r
  2p
 pr  t   



 I 0 
 0 I   Ct



(47)

for t = 1, …, k. Similar to the single-epoch null-space identification presented in
Section 3, one can identify the estimable ionospheric delays for multi-epoch versions of
the previous three -systems.
Lemma 3 (Multi-epoch ionospheric estimability): Let ir  t



be the arithmetic average of

ir  t  (t = 1, …, k). Then the interpretation of estimable ionospheric delays ir ; S1 (in
Eq. (28)), ir ; S2 (in Eq. (34)) and ir ;V  (in Eq. (40)) are, respectively, extended to the
multi-epoch case by
code-leveled (S1)
T
ir ; S1  t   ir  t   μGF
dr ,

(48)

T
ir ; S 2  t   ir  t   μGF
ar ,

(49)

phase-leveled (S2):

minimum-trace variance matrix ( V  ):

ir ;V   t   ir  t   ir  t   ir ;V   t



,

(50)

with
ir ; V   t  

2 μT μ
T

k  2μ μ

ir  t  

1



 μT  I
m

k  2μ μ 
T

  d r  ar   .

(51)

Proof is presented in the Appendix.
Thus, despite the difference in the estimability of the three ionospheric parameters
ir ; S1 , ir ; S2 and ir ;V  , their ‘time-differences’ are identical, that is
ir ; S1  t   ir ; S1 1   ir ; S 2  t   ir ; S 2 1   ir ;V   t   ir ;V  1   ir  t   ir 1  . (52)

Their time-differences are equal to that of the unbiased TEC ir  t  .

xvi
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The time-differences of all estimable ionospheric delays remain invariant for the
choice of -system. This can be understood by an application of Lemma 2 to Eq. (47). We
T

again set the extra parameters as x2   arT , d rT  , but now with the multi-epoch design


matrix A2, and A 
2 as follows (compare with Eq. (46))
 I fm
A 2  ek  
 0

0 
 I fm

  A 2  Dk  
I fm 
 0

0 
 ,
I fm 

(53)

where the k   k  1 matrix Dk is the between-epoch differencing operator, i.e.

DTk ek  0 . For instance, when three epochs are considered (k = 3), D3 nullifies the
summation vector ek  1, 1, 1 as follows
T

D3T e3

1
 1 1 0     0 

 1    .
 1 0 1     0 
1

(54)

T
Thus the combinations A 
2 y are nothing else, but the time-differences of the phase and
code data r and pr, respectively. According to Lemma 2, any linear unbiased TEC
solution is a function of these combinations only. The corresponding observation
equations follow by time-differencing the first expression of Eq. (47) as

  φ 1t       μ , e 
  i 1t  
E  r

 Im   r
 ,
 pr 1t       μ , e 
  ρr  1t  
 

with the shorthand notation

  1t      t     1 ,

(55)

t = 2, …, k. Since the above

system of equations is full rank, one can evaluate the precision of the ionospheric
solutions iˆr 1t  .
Lemma 4 (Time-differenced ionospheric precision): In regard to the linear model
(47), the (co)variance matrices of the least-squares solutions iˆr 1t  (t = 2, …, k) are
obtained as





C iˆr 1t  , iˆr  1l  

 2p
f

1     C1   tl Ct 

,

(56)

with
2

  1     2  4 2 ,
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where



1 f

 j

f j 1

and  2 

1 f

 j  

f j 1

2

.

The delta Kronecker is defined as  tl  1 for t = l and  tl  0 for t  l. Proof is presented
in the Appendix.
As shown in Eq. (56), the variance of the time-differenced solutions iˆr 1t  are
governed by the phase variance  2   2p . Thus irrespective of the choice of -system,
the time differenced solutions of all the estimable ionospheric delays of Eq. (47),
including ir ; S1 , ir ; S2 and ir ;V  , are of the phase-level precision.

5. ARRAY CONTRIBUTION TO TEC SOLUTIONS
Despite the phase-level precision of the time-differenced solutions iˆr 1t  , it is wellknown that GNSS TEC determination requires rather long observational time-span to
achieve a standard-deviation less than 1 TECU (Schaer, 1999). Each TECU roughly
corresponds to 16.2 cm experienced on GPS L1 signals. This seems to be at odds with the
outcome of Lemma 4, since the precision of the input iˆr 1t  is at the millimeter-level.
Such discrepancy is addressed by 1) the underlying ionospheric model linking the timedifferenced ionospheric delays to their absolute versions, and 2) the geometry of the
GNSS satellites that is known to change rather slowly over time.
Consider, for instance, the popular single layer model, see, e.g., Schaer et al. (1995),
Mannucci et al. (1998), Schaer (1999), Komjathy et al. (2005), Azpilicueta et al. (2006),
Brunini and Azpilicueta (2009, 2010). Accordingly the unbiased slant TEC is assumed to
be mapped onto the so-called vertical TEC experienced on the radial direction of the
ionospheric thin shell. The vertical TEC is further parameterized into unknown
parameters, say c, through a set of known basis functions. These time-dependent basis
functions change as the satellite geometry with respect to the GNSS antenna changes. Let
matrix Bt contain such time-dependent coefficients at epoch t. Given the ionospheric
model ir  t   Bt c , the unknown parameters c are determined through





E iˆr 1t    Bt  B1  c .

(57)

Would the coefficient  Bt  B1  be small, the parameters c become poorly estimable.
For example, in case of two consecutive epochs (with 30-s interval) of the ‘biquadratic
basis functions’ (Brunini and Azpilicueta, 2009), we have

 Bt  B1   104   cˆ  104 

xviii

,

(58)
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where the sign ‘’ means ‘is of the order of’. Thus the millimeter-level precision of the
ionospheric input iˆr 1t  leads to TEC solutions with precision of about 60 TECU,
showing the need of longer observational time spans.
In order to achieve high-precision TEC solutions within not too long observational
time span, the idea is to incorporate the data of extra aiding antennas to GNSS TEC
determination. Accordingly, n  1 additional antennas are setup in the vicinity of antenna
r, forming an n-dimensional array of antennas. Such array-aided setup proves to be
beneficial to GNSS precise positioning, carrier-phase ambiguity resolution, and integrity
monitoring, see, e.g., Teunissen (2012), Li and Teunissen (2013), Khodabandeh and
Teunissen (2014, 2015b). The distances between the antennas are assumed to be short
enough so that the same ionospheric delays, of each satellite, are experienced by all the
antennas. Under such assumption, we have n independent sets of equations (55), each of
which provides its own time-differenced solution iˆq 1t  (q = 1, …, n), but with the
conditions iq 1t   ir 1t  for all q  r. Thus the corresponding array-aided solution
iˆ ARY 1t  simply follows by averaging over the antennas, that is
r

1 n
iˆrARY  1t    iˆq  1t  .
n q 1

(59)

Combining the above result with Eqs (52) and (56), we therefore arrive at the
following corollary.
Corollary (Array-aided ionospheric precision): Let S be an arbitrary -system of the
model (47) with an n-dimensional array r = 1, …, n. Assuming ir  t   i1  t  for all r  1
(t = 1, …, k), the (co)variance matrices of the least-squares solutions iˆ ARY 1t 
r; S

(t = 2, …, k) are obtained as





C iˆrARY 1t  , iˆrARY  1l  

 2
nf 

1     C1   tl Ct 

,

(60)

with  2   2p being the zenith-referenced variance of the phase data.
Thus while the results iˆ ARY 1t  are invariant for the choice of -system, the variance
r; S

of the corresponding TEC results retrieved gets n times smaller.
To get some numerical insight into the role played by the array-based setup in TEC
determination, retrieved slant TEC’s standard deviations of a GPS satellite (i.e.  iˆ ) are
r

presented in Table 2. The single-antenna results (n = 1) are compared with their arrayaided counterparts (n = 9) for both the dual- and triple-frequency scenarios. These values
represent the ‘precision’ of the solutions and not their ‘accuracy’. Their accuracy can be
further affected by the potential presence of the mis-modeled effects such as, e.g.,
multipath. As shown, the standard-deviations follow the 1 n rule, that is, the arrayStud. Geophys. Geod., 61 (2017)
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Table 2. Slant total electron content (TEC) standard deviations (in TECU) of a GPS satellite
obtained by the ‘biquadratic basis functions’, with standard deviaition p  1.85 TECU and phaseto-code variance ratio  = 0.0001. The results are presented for the number of epochs k = 100, 200
and 300 (sampling rate: 30 s, refreshing interval: 2.5 min). The single-antenna (n = 1) and arrayaided (n = 9) modes are accompanied by the dual-frequency (L1/L2) and triple-frequency
(L1/L2/L5) scenarios.
Number of Epochs
100 (50 min)

200 (100 min)

300 (150 min)

n

L1/L2

L1/L2/L5

L1/L2

L1/L2/L5

L1/L2

L1/L2/L5

1
9

1.461
0.487

1.119
0.373

1.210
0.403

0.927
0.309

0.905
0.302

0.693
0.231

aided standard deviations are 3 times smaller than their single-antenna versions. It is
important to highlight that the TEC solutions, obtained by the array-aided triple-frequency
within 50 minutes (0.373), are expected to be almost 2.4 times more precise than those of
the single-antenna dual-frequency that are obtained within 150 minutes (0.905). This
demonstrates that one can, using the array-based setup, speed up the observational time
span required for obtaining high precision TEC results.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution we reviewed the -system theory and applied it to the rankdeficient GNSS observation equations. The null-space characterizing the lack of
information content in the GNSS data was identified and the precision dependency of the
estimable ionospheric parameters on the choice of -system was shown. With the choice
of the -system being orthogonal complement to the null-space, the minimum-trace
variance estimable parameters were also derived (cf. Fig. 2).
It was demonstrated why one should not fall into the trap of judging the precision of
the retrieved TEC solutions on the basis of the precision of the estimable ionospheric
input. Considering the time-constant ambiguities and code biases, we showed that only the
time-differenced GNSS data are of relevance for TEC determination (cf. Eq. (53)). This
was further corroborated by showing the invariance property of the time-differenced
estimable ionospheric parameters for the choice of -system (cf. Eq. (52)).
Despite the phase-level precision of the time differenced ionospheric input (cf.
Eq. (56)), TEC determination requires long observational time-span, as the geometry of
the GNSS satellites changes rather slowly over time. We proposed the usage of an array of
GNSS antennas, making the variance of the retrieved TEC outcomes times smaller (cf.
Eq. (60)), with n being the number of array antennas. This in turn expedites the long timespan required for high-precision TEC determination.

xx
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APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1. We first show that any S satisfying Eq. (7) can be expressed as
S  V  X  V  YX 

(A.1)

for some matrices X and Y, where X is invertible. Since V  and V form a basis of the
whole space  n the columns of S are formed by linear combinations of V  and V. Thus
there exist some matrices X and Z such that
S  V  X  VZ .

(A.2)

The square matrix X is invertible. If not, then there must be a non-zero vector u such that
Xu = 0. Pre-multiplying Eq. (A.2) by u gives Su = VZu. But this implies Su = 0, since
Su    S     V    0 . This is impossible as, by definition, S is a basis matrix (i.e.
full-column rank). Thus X is invertible. Defining Y = ZX1, we get Z = YX, from which
Eq. (A.1) follows. With N  A T Qyy1 A , substitution of Eq. (A.1) into Eq. (9) and taking
the trace yields









1




tr Q xˆ ; S xˆ ; S  tr  Q xˆ  xˆ    tr   VY  V T NV 
 VY T 
 ;V ;V 




 tr  Q xˆ  xˆ  
 ;V ;V 

(A.3)

since




tr  V  V T NV 




1

 VY T   tr   VY   V T NV  











 tr  V T  VY  V T NV 




As matrix V T NV 



1



1


V T 


1 

(A.4)

  0.


is positive-definite, the second term of Eq. (A.3) vanishes if

 

and only if VY = 0, which is the case when Y = 0, i.e. when   S    V  .
CTy

be a linear unbiased estimator of u = FTx1. The
Proof of Lemma 2. Let
unbiasedness condition, together with Eq. (44), gives





E CT y  CT A1 x1  CT A 2 x2 = FT x1

(A.5)

for all x1 and x2. This only holds when

A1T C  F and AT2 C  0 ,

(A.6)

 

where the second formula shows the necessary condition   C    A 
2 .
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T

Proof of Lemma 3. Let the parameter vector be ordered as x   x T , arT , d rT  ,
  k 

T

where the vector x k  contains all the stacked vectors  irT  t  , ρrT  t   (t = 1, …, k),


respectively. The design matrix of Eq. (47) is then nullified by the basis matrix

 e  I2m 
  μ, e 
, with A x  
V k

  Im .
  μ, e 
 Ax 

(A.7)

The three -systems S1 (Eq. (22)), S2 (Eq. (29)) and V  (Eq. (35)), respectively, take
the following multi-epoch forms

 I 2 km
S1   0
 0

0
I  Im
0

0 
0  ,
E  I m 

(A.8)

 I 2 km
S 2   0
 0

0
E  Im
0

0 
0  ,
I  I m 

(A.9)


ek  A Tx 
f
 .

I 2 fm


(A.10)

V




 Dk  I 2 m


0


1

Substituting into the following -transformation (Teunissen, 1985)



 S V

T

S



1

V

T

 S1

, S   S2 ,
 
V

(A.11)

the estimability of Eqs (48)(50) follows then from the first rows of x; S  x .
Proof of Lemma 4. We first eliminate ρr  1t  from the observation equations (55)
through pre-multiplying them by the orthogonal-complement basis matrix

 e 

    Im 
e
 


T

 I
 T
 D f

I 
  Im ,
 DTf 

(A.12)

giving the following two uncorrelated sets of equations

pr 1t   φr  1t   2  μ  I m  ir 1t  ,

 DTf  Im    pr 1t   φr 1t     1     DTf μ  Im  ir 1t  .
xxii

(A.13)
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The normal matrices of the above two sets, respectively, read

N1 



4 μT μ

1     2p

where P  D f DTf D f



1

 C1  Ct



1

, N2 

 1    2 μ T Pμ
 C1  Ct 1 ,
2
1     

(A.14)

DTf . The variance matrix of iˆr 1t  follows by inverting the

sum of the normal matrices as

 N1  N2 1 



and the identities μT μ  f μ 2   2

1    2
f

 C1  C2 

(A.15)

 and μT Pμ  f  2 .
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